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Hyperasymptotic expansions are in terms of certain multiple integrals, the so-called hyperterminants. In this paper 
we give new integral representations for the hyperterminants. With these integral representations we are able to obtain 
convergent series expansions for the hyperterminants. Furthermore, we consider how these convergent expansions can be 
used to compute the hyperterminants to arbitrary precision. 
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I. Introduction and summary 
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in hyperasymptotic expansions, that is, expo- 
nentially improved asymptotic expansions at successive levels. The results in the literature are for 
integrals [3-6], and for solutions of second-order linear differential equations [2, 7, 8]. The expan- 
sions in [5, 6] are in terms of polynomials and an incomplete gamma function, and these expansions 
are valid in small sectors in the complex plane. All the other hyperasymptotic expansions in the 
literature are valid in large sectors in the complex plane, and these "global hyperasymptotic expan- 
sions" are in terms of certain multiple integrals, the so-called "hyperterminants". Only in [2] it is 
shown how to compute the first two of these hyperterminants. This paper concerns the computation 
of all of the hyperterminants to arbitrary precision. 
In Section 2 we give the definition of the hyperterminants, and we obtain several simple properties. 
An illustration of the role of hyperterminants in global hyperasymptotic expansions is given in 
Section 3. The main section is Section 4 in which we give a new integral representation for the 
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hyperterminants. With this integral representation we are able to obtain convergent expansions for 
the hyperterminants in series of confluent hypergeometric functions• Furthermore, we give a recursive 
scheme to compute the coefficients in these expansions• 
An implementation of the results in Section 4 is discussed in Section 5. This implementation 
reduces the problem of computing the hyperterminants to that of computing the incomplete gamma 
function. The hyperterminants in this paper are the simplest hyperterminants. In a sequel, we shall 
discuss the computation of more general hyperterminants. 
2. Definition and simple properties 
In this paper we use the definitions 
F(° ) (z )  = 1, (2.1a) 
fo ~ fo ~ e-t° . . . . .  " t~° - ' ' " ty ' - I  at,. • • at0, (2.1b) F(l+l)(z; m0,... ,M/) . . . .  (to + z ) (q  + to ) . . .  (tl + tl-1 ) 
1 = 0, 1, 2,.. . .  We restrict Iph z I < n, NM0 > 0 and 3~Mj. > 1, j = 1, 2,.. . ,  l. Since (tj + t j _ l )  -1 
~< t71 the multiple integral is then seen to be convergent• The present definitions differ from those 
used in [8]. The relation between the two sets of hyperterminants is given by 
G(/+l)c+. ~ . ,MI) = F( l+l ) (z ;Mo + e~ + 1,Mr + 1 , . . . ,M I - I  
+(--)l-lo~ + 1,Mr -4- (-)zoo). (2.2) 
An immediate consequence of (2•1) is 
fo c¢ e-tt M°-I • - - F  (l)(t; M~,..., MI) dt, (2.3) F¢l+l)(z; M0, .. ,Ml) = t + z 
when l ~> 0, and hence 
~oo 
OC e-zttmo - 1 
F ( l+ l ) ( z ;Mo, . . . ,M1)  = z M°-I - -FO) (z t ;Mt , . . . ,M / )  dt, (2.4) 
t+ l  
t and t > 0, then [F(t)(zt;M~, provided that [ph z I < ~n. From (2.1b) it follows that if [ph z I < ~n 
.... MI)I is bounded by F(~MI  - 1)F(~M2-  1).• . F (3{Mt -  1). Hence, the integrant in (2•4) is 
convergent• 
As in [8] we can use (2.4) to obtain the connection formula 
F(]+t)(z; Mo, . . . ,Mr )  - F( l+l )(ze-2~i; Mo, . . . ,MI  ) = 2nie-M°~i ezz i ° - t  F ( l ) ( ze - ' i ;  MI ,  . . . ,MI  ), 
(2.5) 
again valid when l i> 0. Hence, if we can compute the hyperterminants in the sector Iph z I ~< n, 
then we can compute the hyperterminants on all Riemann sheets. 
The (l + 1)th level in a global hyperasymptotic expansion is of the form ~akF{t+l ) (z ;Mo,  
. . . ,M~_~,Mt -  k) .  Hence, it is useful to have a recurrence relation in the 'M/-variable. If we 
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substitute into (2.1b) by means of  
l 
tt = ( - ) t+ lz  + ( - ) t ( t0 +z)  + ~--~(-)l-J(tj + tj- l),  
j--1 
the integral decouples, and we obtain 
F(t+l)(z;Mo,... ,MI_I,M l ÷ 1 ) = (-)t+lzF(t+l)(z;Mo,... ,Mr) 
l 
+ ~(-)t - JF( J ) (z ;Mo, . . .  ,Mj-I )F(t+I-J)(O;Mj + l, M/+, .... , Mr), 
j=O 
valid when l = 0, 1, . . . .  
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
3. Hyperterminants in global hyperasymptotic expansions 
We will use the hyperasymptotic expansion of the function 
u(z ) = ~-l/2z~/2el/2~Ko( l z ) (3.1) 
as an illustration of  how hyperterminants occur in hyperasymptotic expansions. The asymptotic ex- 
pansion of the function u(z) is 
u(z) ~ ~ asZ-" (3.2) 
s=0 
as z --* oc. The coefficients as in (3.2) are given by as = ( -16)  -s ((2S)!)2 (S!) -3, and (3.2) is valid 
3 If  we let R(°)(z,N) u(z) N-I = -- ~]s=0 as z-s, then for fixed N we have in the sector Iph z I < grc. 
3 In [8] it is shown that if we look at R(°)(z,N) as R(°)(z,N) = C (z--N), as z ~ oc in ]ph z I < ~rc. 
a function of N, then IR(°)(z,N)I is minimal for N ~ [z[, and for these values of  N the estimate 
R(°)(z,N) = e-lZL(9 (1) (3.3) 
holds. In the neighbourhood of  ph z = 4-re exponentially small terms are switched on in the asymp- 
totic behaviour of u(z). This so-called Stokes phenomenon restricts (3.3) to the smaller sector 
Iph z I ~< re. In order to obtain expansions that are more accurate and valid in larger sectors we 
have to re-expand R(°)(z,N) in terms of  functions that can deal with the Stokes phenomenon. The 
hyperterminants are the simplest functions with the Stokes phenomenon. 
The level l hyperasymptotic expansion of the function u(z) is 
( /+ I )N- -1  / _ j  
u(z )= ~ asz -s -~- Z ( - - )  (1/2)j(j+I+2I)N 
Z(I+ 1 )N-- 1 
s=0 j= l  
( l+ 1 - - j  )N -- 1 
x ~ asF(J)(z;N+ 1, . . . ,N  + 1,(l ÷ 2 - j )N  -s )+R(t ) (z ,N) .  (3.4) 
s--0 
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Note that the same coefficients a, reappear in the re-expansions. If N ~ [z[, then 
R( ' ) (z ,N)  = e-(l+i)lzlc (z - ' /2 ' )  (3.5) 
as z ---, oc in ]ph z] ~< re. 
In [8] more details are given, and it is shown that with appropriate modifications to (3.5) the 
expansion (3.4) is valid in the sector Iph z] < (l + 3/2)7r. 
4. The main expansions 
To obtain the convergent expansions in series of confluent hypergeometric functions we need the 
following integral representations. 
Lemma 1. For l >1 O, ]ph z[ ~< ire and NMj. > 1, j = 0 . . . .  , l, we have 
F(t+l)(z; Mo, . . . ,MI ) 
l/o /o = F(Mj )  " "  e-ZX° (Xo + Xl + 1 ) -Mo. . .  (Xl- I + Xl + 1 )-M'-' (Xt + 1 )--M' dx l " "  dxo. 
(4.1) 
Proof. Substitute into (2.1b) by means of 
(to + z)  -1 = e -x°~t°+z) dxo 
and 
/0 ( t j+t j _ l )  - I  = e-X'(t;+tJ-')dxj, j=  1 , . . . , l ,  
and evaluate the tj-integrals. [] 
The advantage of integral representation (4.1) is that the factors (xj +Xj+l + 1 )-"J can be expanded 
in a convenient form, as in the proof of the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. For l >>- 0, Iph z] ~< rc and ~Mj > 1, j = 0,. . . ,  l, we have the convergent expansion 
O0 
F( l+O(z ;Mo, . . . ,Mr )  = ~-~A(t+l)(k;Mo . . . . .  Mt )U(k  + 1,2 -Mo,z ) ,  (4.2) 
k=0 
where 
A(~)(k; M0) = F(Mo)6k, o, (4.3a) 
k 'F ' "  . k!F(Mo + ml  - 1) 
A(2)(k;Mo,Ml)  = F(Mo + ) tm~) F-~o~-M~l-+--k) ' (4.3b) 
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and in general when l >~ 1, 
A(l+~)(k;Mo,...,Mt) = F(Mo + k) F(Mj) ... x~(x~ + 1) -m-~ 
x(x~ +x2 + 1) -M'.- - (xz-1 +xl  + 1)-M~-'(Xl + 1)-M~ dxl "'" dxl. (4.3C) 
Remark. To see that the right-hand side of (4.3b) equals the right-hand side of (4.3c) with l = 1, 
we need the result 
fo ~ F(x)F(y) (4.4) t~-~(1 + t)-X-Y dt = B(x,y) = F(x + y) '  
where B(x,y) is the beta function (see [1, 6.2]). 
Proof. We start with ]ph z[ ~< ½~. In the case l = 0 the sum in (4.2) is only one term and (4.2) 
follows from 
f 1 e-ZX°x~(xo 4- 1 )-M~-k dxo = U(k 4- 1, 2 - Mo, z) (4.5) 
(see [1, 13.2.5]). When l = 1, 2 . . . .  we substitute into (4.1) with respect o 
( XoX, )-Mo 
(Xo 4- Xl 4- 1 )-Mo = (X 0 4- 1 )-M°(x I 4- 1 )--Mo 1 -- (Xo 4- 1 )(X 1 4- 1 ) 
r(Mo + k )x~(xov =~--~ + 1)-M°-kX~(X, + 1)-M°-k; (4.6) 
F(Mo )k! 
k=0 
use (4.5) and obtain (4.2). 
For the dominated convergence theorem (see [12, p.3]) we need bounds on the terms on the 
right-hand side of (4.2). We bound the confluent hypergeometric function by means of 
1 fo x e-X°~Zx~ 
U(k + 1,2 - Mo, z) <<, ~ (Xo 4- 1) ~M°+k dx0 
1 f~ x~ r(~(Mo + z - 1 )) 
<~ ~. _~ (Xo4-1) ~Mo+z+k) dx°= r(~(Mo+z +k))' (4.7) 
provided that ]ph z I <~ ½n. To estimate the right-hand side of (4.3c) we use first xj+x;+l + 1 >>-xj+ 1 
and then 
(xl 4- 1) Mo-M,-k = (Xl 4- 1) -~(M°+M'+k). 
We obtain 
k!r(~(Mo + M, - 1)) ILl IF(Mj)I 
A~'+')(k;M°'""M') <" [r(M° + k)llr(M')l F(--(~(-~o +-M--, -~-k-)) ~ ~-1"  (4.8) 
j=2  
I Combining (4.7) and (4.8) we see that the sum in (4.2) is absolutely convergent for Iph z I ~< 2n. 
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In the case that 0 ~< ph z ~< n we rotate the path of integration in the integral in (4.5) to coincide 
with the negative imaginary axis. We use this integral representation to obtain 
(_i)k+l ~ . 
U(k+ 1,2 -Mo,z )  =1 ~ fo e'YZJ(1 --iy)-M°-kdY 
1Jo  <~ ~ e-'~Zlyykl(l - iy)-M°-k I dy 
exp(½nl~Mol ) 
<~ kV. f Yk]l -- iYl-l~zl-~M°-k dY 
JO 
exp(½~cl~Mol), , 
k! ~B(g(k + 1), ½(~Mo -4- I.~zl - 1 ) ) .  (4.9) 
Hence, 
exP(½n[.~M0[) - , l . -  
A('+')(k;Mo,...,MI)U(k + 1,2 - Mo,z) <. -~ ~[Wc + 1), ½(~M0 + I~z[ - l)) 
r(~(Mo +M1 - 1)) I~ ]F(My)] 
xIF(M°+k)IIF(MI)IF(~(Mo+MI +k)) ~- ]  
j=2 
(4.10) 
when 0 ~< ph z ~< n. A similar argument holds for -n  ~< ph z ~< 0, hence, inequality (4.10) holds 
for [ph z] ~< n, which means that the sum in (4.2) is absolutely and uniformly convergent for 
]ph z] ~< n. [] 
Let 
N-1 
RN(z)=F( l+l ) (z ;mo, . . . ,ml ) -  E A(l+l)(k;mo .. . .  ,ml)U(k + 1,2 -Mo,  z) 
k=0 
O0 
= ~A(t+l)(k;Mo,... ,MI)U(k + 1,2 - Mo, z). 
k=N 
(4.11) 
For implementations of Theorem 2 we need a simple upper bound for ]RN(Z)]. From (4.10) we 
obtain 
IRN(Z)[ exp(½ ~l ~M° l)[ 1Z I2  j=2 ~Mj-lf(MJ)I ] I r(M,)rr(~(Mo + M~ - 1))r(½(~Mo + I-~zl - 1 ) )  
× 
F(I(1 + N)) Ir(Mo + k)l 
*=N/--" F(~(Mo + M1 + k))" r(l(~Mo + I~zl + N)) (4.12) 
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In the following derivation we use that F(~Mo + k)/F(~(Mo + M1 + k)) <~ (~Mo + k) -~M' . 
k=NF(~(Mo+M,/-" +k))  k=N/--" F(~(Mo+M, +k)) 
<<. ~ (~Mo + k) -~' '  - 
k=N ~0 °C 
1 tNM~ --  1 e - - (~M°+N- -  1 )t 
F(3{MI ) e t -- 1 
dt 
<~ F(~M~ )
Hence, we have the upper bound 
exp(½~l~Mol) Ir(Mj)l 
IRN(Z)l <% 2 ~Mj -  1 
j= l  
t~ml-2e -(~m°+N-1)t dt (~Mo + N - 1) l -~ ,  = (4.13) 
~M1-  1 
r(½(1 + N))F(~(Mo + M, -  1))r(½(~Mo- 1)) 
F(½(~Mo + I~z[ + N))(~Mo + N - l) ~u'- '  
(4.14) 
Remark 3. Upper bound (4.14) holds for [ph z[ ~< 7z. To obtain (4.14) we used (4.9). In the case 
1 (4.7) instead of (4.9). In many cases this will give a sharper upper that Iph z[ ~< grc we can use 
bound. 
Remark 4. Since we took ~M0 > 1 we obtain from (4.5) and (4.4) that U(k + 1,2 - M0,0) = 
F(Mo - 1 )/F(Mo + k ). Hence, 
F(Mo - ! !  
F(l+l)(0;Mo,...,Mr) = E r(Mo ¥ k)A(l+l)(k;M° ..... Ml). (4.15) 
k=0 
This expansion can be used in the recurrence relation (2.7). 
To compute the coefficients in (4.2) we give the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. For l >>- 1 and ~Mj > 1, j = 0 .... ,l, we have 
A(l+l)(k;Mo, . . . ,Ml)  = F(Mo + k)F(Mo +Ml  -- 1) 
A(t)(n;M1,.. Mr). (4.16) 
(k + n)! 
× n!F(Mo + M1 + k + n) "' n=O 
Proof. In the case l = 1 the result follows immediately from (4.3a) and (4.3b). When l /> 2 we 
substitute into (4.3c) by means of 
F(MI + n)x~(x 1(xl +x2 + 1) -M' --= ~ F(M1)n! + 1)-M'-"X~(X2 + 1)--M'--" (4.17) 
n=0 
(cf. (4.6)), and evaluate the xl-integral. [] 
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In a same manner as we proved (4.14) we can show that 
A(l+l)(k;Mo,... ,MI) - F(Mo ÷ k)F(Mo + MI - 1) 
X~--I (k + n)! A (1)~ " . . ,MI)  
× Z n!F(Mo+M1 +k+n)  tn, M1,. 
n:0 
IF(Mo +M, - 1)l 
~Mj -1  
F(~(M, + M2 - 1))r( Mo + k) 
(k ÷ Nk) ~(M°+M'-l) (~M 1 ÷ N k - l )  ~M2-1 " 
(4.18) 
5. An implementation of Theorems 2 and 5 
I f  we were to substitute (4.16) into (4.2), then we would obtain an /-fold sum in terms of 
products of gamma functions and confluent hypergeometric functions. Expansion (4.16) can be used 
to compute A(l+l)(k;Mo . . . . .  M~) recursively. Notice that in the computation of FIl+~)(z;Mo,...,Mt) 
via (4.2) and (4.16) we only need values for A°)(n;Mf_j+l . . . .  ,MI), j = 2 . . . .  , l  + 1. When we 
use (4.16) to compute A(1+l)(k;Mo,...,Ml) we recommend the following strategy: first, compute 
A(Z)(n;MI_I,M1) and store these values. Next use (4.16) to compute A°)(n;MI_2, M~_~, MI) and 
store these values. Then use (4.16) to compute ..., and so on. 
Upper bound (4.14) can be used to obtain the number of terms on the right-hand side of (4.2) 
that we need for a satisfactory approximation. I f we want to control the error in the approximation 
of  A°)(k; MI_~+~ .... ,Mr) via (4.16), then we can use (4.18) to obtain a satisfactory number of terms 
on the right-hand side of (4.16). 
The remaining problem is the computation of  the U(k + 1, 2 - M0, z), k = 0, 1,2,..., ~M0 > 1 
and [ph z] ~< n. The confluent hypergeometric functions have the following recurrence relation: 
(k + l )(k + Mo)U(k + 2, 2 - Mo, z) - (z + 2k + Mo)U(k + 1,2 - M0,z) + U(k, 2 - Mo,z) 
= O. (5.1) 
We are fortunate in that the initial value U(0 ,2 -  M0,z) = 1 is very simple. For ~z ~> 0 we can 
compute U(k + 1 ,2 -  Mo,z) using (5.1) backwards. For more details see [9]. 
For Iph z I ~< re, we can also use (5.1) in the forward direction. The forward recursion is not too 
unstable, but we omit the details on this instability. For the forward recursion we need a second 
initial value. From (4.5) we obtain 
U(1,2 - Mo,z) = eZzg°-lF(1 -- Mo,Z). (5.2) 
Hence, the remaining problem is the computation of the incomplete gamma function F(1 -M0,z ) .  
What is the difficulty? When we restrict ourselves to the sector ]ph z[ ~< n - 6, where 6 is a small 
positive constant, then there is no problem in the computation of F(1 -Mo,z ) .  One good method to 
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compute F(1 -M0,z )  in this sector is the continued fraction expansion 
e-Zzl-U° 














But the problem of computing the incomplete gamma function for large values Izl in the remaining 
part of the sector Iph z[ ~< rc and (especially) large values of its argument to high precision has yet 
to be fully resolved. For more details on the incomplete gamma function, the reader is referred to 
chapter 11 of [10], and [11]. 
As an illustration we are going to compute F~3)(10i; 10, 10, 10) to 10 significant figures. If we use 
a few terms of the right-hand side of (4.2), we see that IF(3)(10i; 10, 10, 10)l ~ 1013. Thus, we want 
to find the smallest N such that the right-hand side of (4.14) is smaller than ½ • 10 3. The smallest 
N with this property is 17, and we obtain from (4.14) that 
r(9)r(19)r(9) 
IRl7(Z)l ~ ½ [r(9)] 2 r(~)269 = 300. (5.4) 
Hence, we take 17 terms on the right-hand side of (4.2), and we want to compute ach term to an 
1 absolute rror ~ • 1.103. When we use (4.9), we see that we want to compute A(3)(k; 10, 10, 10) to 
an absolute rror 
k!. 2- r(½(20 +k) )  . ! .  ± .  103. (5.5) 
r(½(k+ 1))r(~) ~ 17 
10 1 The reader can check that when we take Nk = [25 -- Fk] the right-hand side of (4.18) is smaller 
than (5.5). Hence, with these choices for Ark we compute A(3)(k; 10, 10, 10) with the aid of (4.3b) 
to the required precision. Finally, we use (5.1) backwards to compute U(k + 1,-8,  10i) to sufficient 
precision. We obtain 
F(3)(10i; 10, 10, 10) ~ 6442736256401.457 - 422089264926.472i. (5.6) 
To compute F(3)(10i; 10, 10, 10) to a much higher precision, we use 50 terms on the right-hand side 
of (4.2), and 50 terms on the right-hand side of (4.16). If we compare the result with (5.6), we see 
that the error in (5.6) is 0.599 -4.028i, which is smaller than the allowed error. 
I [y] is the integer such that [y] - 1 < y ~< [y]. 
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